Previous geographic routing schemes in delay/disruption tolerant networks (DTNs) only consider the homogeneous scenario where nodal mobility is identical. Motivated by this gap, we turn to design a DTN based geographic routing scheme in heterogeneous scenario. Systematically, our target is achieved via two steps: 1) We first propose, "The-best-geographicrelay (TBGR)" routing scheme to relay messages via a limited number of copies, under the homogeneous scenario. We further overcome the local maximum problem of TBGR given a sparse network density, different from those efforts in dense networks like clustered wireless sensor networks. 2) We next extend TBGR for heterogeneous scenario, and propose "the-best-heterogeneitygeographic-relay (TBHGR)" routing scheme considering individual nodal visiting preference (referred to nonidentical nodal mobility). Extensive results under a realistic heterogeneous scenario show the advantage of TBHGR over literature works in terms of reliable message delivery, while with low routing overhead.
Focusing on the VSNs scenario for delay tolerant based sensing data (or referred to messages) collection, vehicles can help to monitor network (e.g., weather conditions, pollution measurements or road surface conditions) and deliver data to certain deployed destinations. Different from traditional WSNs where nodes are energy constrained and densely deployed (or with low mobility), vehicles in VSNs are not limited by energy but highly mobile. In this context, the network topology is highly dynamic and even frequently disconnected.
In DTNs, majority of research efforts have been paid on routing under such intermittently connected scenario. Different from numerous previous works relying on network topology information to relay messages, geographic routing in DTNs has not received much attention in the literature [1] . Since it is difficult to obtain the most recent network topology information, instead, relying on geographic information (by tracking where the destination is [5] , [6] ) to relay messages is feasible. This has been a valid assumption in traditional Mobile Ad hoc NETworks (MANETs) and WSNs. It is highlighted that this assumption is also well applicable to VSNs scenario, as the collection points (destinations) are generally located at places where there is high vehicles penetration. In particular, a recent survey [7] has reviewed this explicit branch, where related works have already shown the improved routing performance of geographic routing over topological routing in DTNs.
In spite of this motivation, the sparse network density inevitably has influence on making reliable routing decision and handling the local maximum problem [8] , specifically: 1) In clustered WSNs, a message is geographically relayed to its destination via continuously connected path, thanks to high network density. However, this is infeasible in DTNs where a node closer to the destination may move away and even not encounter others in future, due to the sparse network density. 2) Besides, handling the local maximum problem in DTNs also faces some new challenges, because of lacking enough encountered opportunities to find relay nodes in sparse networks. Most of the routing schemes in DTNs rely on redundancy to improve message delivery, meaning a message is replicated 1 In sparse VANETs or VSNs, network nodes are normally connected in a sparse mode and also opportunistically encounter each other. As such, the network would experience frequent network disconnection in rural locations with sparsely populated roads, and also during nonbusy hours such as late night. 2 Considered as routing void, this problem implies that if a better relay node is unavailable, the message carrier will keep on carrying the message. In light of this, the message delivery is delayed or even degraded if a better relay node is never met. with multiple copies in a network. The motivation behind this is to enable at least one of these message copies can be delivered successfully before expiration deadline. As already investigated in [9] , limiting the number of message copies (relayed by the source and possibly other nodes receiving a copy) to L, benefits more from the scenario where nodes are highly mobile.
Concerning mobility, its heterogeneity refers to the behavior that mobile nodes in the same group would have a common preference, to move within a certain area consisting of some popular places. Whereas this behavior is differentiated among those in diverse groups. For example, vehicles in VSNs may have daily preferences to deliver data to different collection points. Inherently, topological routing schemes in DTNs can be applied to both homogeneous and heterogeneous scenarios, because the nodal encounter prediction is based on historical information, e.g., encounter frequency, inter-contact time, and encounter duration. Here, the heterogeneity of mobile nodes can be reflected, because these metrics rely on the fact that "whether" pairwise nodes have encountered in the past.
In spite of that a few works [10] , [11] have attempted geographic utility metric for DTN routing, they generally assume homogeneous scenario where mobile nodes "will" encounter destination, however without concerning mobility heterogeneity. In the worst case, the message would not be relayed to heterogeneous mobile nodes which move within an area (where the destination is located). By limiting the number of message copies, relaying them to few nodes encountered, implies that some or all of these copies will end up with nodes that may never meet the destination. With this concern, we address geographic routing in DTNs comprising the mobility heterogeneity, with the following contributions: 1) Starting from the homogeneous scenario, we first propose the-best-geographic-relay (TBGR) with a limited L number of message copies for delivery. Here, based on a given geometric metric for selecting relay node, the routing reliability due to inconsistent nodal motion statuses (in terms of moving direction and activity 3 is improved, while the local maximum problem is solved considering the sparse network density. 2) By generalizing the nature of TBGR under the homogeneous scenario, we next turn to the heterogeneous scenario. Here, we propose the-best-heterogeneity-basedgeographic-relay (TBHGR) which geographically relays L message copies to the destination, located in the area around which other nodes are heterogeneous. Here, we concern the nodal mobility heterogeneity (in terms of visiting preference), in addition to moving direction and activity as investigated in TBGR. Along with this, we also manage messages for transmission and storage due to the network resources contention. The rest of this article is organized as follows. The related work is presented in Section II. Then, we present the design as well as the analysis of TBGR in Section III, followed by the design of TBHGR in Section IV. Finally, we conclude our work in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
In the literature, the simplest scheme, direct delivery (DD) [12] , lets the source node carry messages and deliver them to their destinations. Although this scheme performs only one transmission, it is extremely slow. Therefore, other works relay (without replicating any copy through transmission) messages either based on topological [13] or geographic utility metrics [14] , [15] . Even if they can achieve a faster delivery than DD, their performance is dramatically degraded in case of sparse network density. Instead, using redundant message copies has been widely investigated, with the following two main branches, depending on whether or not to limit the number of copies a message can be replicated.
A. Relaying Messages Without Limiting Copy Numbers
Since Epidemic [16] naively replicates message copies, it only performs well when no contention exists for shared network resources like bandwidth and buffer space. Many previous works utilize topological utility metrics [17] to qualify nodes for selected replication, compared to a few works utilize geographic utility metrics [10] , [11] . To enhance routing efficiency, delegation forwarding (DF) [18] enables a message to cache an updated threshold value which is equal to the topological utility metric (in relation to the message destination), and relays message copy to a node (with a better utility metric than this cached threshold). If without using DF, a node does not keep a threshold value and certainly the message carrier does not update this value after it encounters a better quality node. While if using DF, a node will raise this threshold value to the quality of a better candidate node, and only uses this threshold value for further comparison. Thus, with the increase of its level, the replication chance of message carrier is expected to be decreased, which means the number of copies duplicated for a message is also to be reduced.
B. Relaying Messages With Limiting Copy Numbers
Previous works in this branch assume that when enough nodes in the network are sufficiently mobile, replicating a message with a limited number of copies is able to achieve an efficient message delivery. Authors in [19] propose spray-and-wait (SaW) algorithm, in which a copy ticket C M is defined for each message, to control how many copies a message can still be replicated. Depending on an initial value L for C M , source-SaW (S-SaW) lets source node replicates additional (L − 1) copies with a single copy ticket (C M = 1) distributed. In contrary, binary-SaW (B-SaW) adopts a binary tree mechanism to equally distribute copy tickets for replicated copy, that is C M 2 rather than (C M = 1). Here, any intermediate nodes carrying a copy with (C M > 1) copy tickets can also perform message replication. Note that although to proportionally distribute C M has been initially proposed in [20] , while [21] proves that an optimal distribution depends on the value of L. In this context, to equally distribute C M as adopted in B-SaW, has been widely adopted in literature. This is because that the way to distribute C M is independent of utility metric, while an optimal performance is achieved in case of homogeneous nodal mobility only. Considering the heterogeneous nodal mobility, replicating message copies [22] to a better qualified (L − 1) nodes has been investigated. To expedite delivery via topological utility metric, encounter-based spraying routing (ESBR) [9] further relays (without generating additional copies) a message copy with (C M = 1) copy ticket. Based on geographic utility metric and underlying map topology, GeoSpray [23] (via underlying map topology) calculates the nearest point (NP) to destination to guide message relay.
C. Motivation
All reviewed geographic routing schemes in DTNs assume homogeneous scenario. However, existing homogenous model defines identical mobility pattern that cannot completely and realistically depict the heterogeneous scenario. In the latter case, the nodal mobility is limited within a certain area, as such relaying a message across different areas may suffer from a high overhead (relaying the message to nodes which never encounter destination) or even failure (the message will not be relayed to nodes moving towards the area where the destination is located). In this article, we tackle geographic routing scheme in DTNs comprising heterogeneous nodal mobility.
III. DESIGN OF TBGR

A. Assumption
We assume that the global position system (GPS) is available for all mobile nodes in the network, while the energy consumption for running GPS could be neglected in VSNs. The location of the stationary sink destination is available for all mobile nodes under a two dimensional scenarios, we also allow multiple sink destinations coexisting in a network. Although the influence of location error inevitably affects the accuracy of routing decision, our research effort is for improving the message delivery based on any delivery time based metric. In other words, the nature of TBGR as discussed herein is still applicable to the condition where location error exists. Here, the encounter possibility between pairwise nodes is identical under a homogeneous network.
A slotted based collision avoidance MAC protocol is applied by each node for contention resolution, such that only one connection can be established between two neighbor nodes at each time slot. Therefore, any node can not perform transmission to more than one node within each slot. Also, in networks that are quite sparse, we expect that only a few nodes would be close enough each time to compete for bandwidth. Certain media access algorithm [24] will determine and limit the accessing media and its duration (allocation time) within an encounter duration.
Although we envision for delay tolerant based data collection in VSNs, messages are usually with a certain lifetime, evaluated as time-to-live (TTL). Within a message lifetime, a limited L number of copies including (L − 1) replicated copies and the original message will exist in a network, such that at least one of them can be successfully delivered by the sink destination. Otherwise, the message will be discarded until TTL expires.
B. Geographically Relaying L Message Copies
As described in Table I , we denote N i as the message carrier, N j is its encountered node, while N d is denoted as the destination for message M . Based on an encounter between N i and N j , a routing decision is made based on whether N j is a "better" option to carry a message copy. Note that the original message is allowed for replicating with additional (L − 1) copies, based on a predefined value L.
Here, the copy ticket C M is defined as an additional flag in each message, to control how many copies a message can still be replicated. Initially, C M is set to L for any newly generated message. Since the effectiveness to equally distribute C M has been analyzed in [19] and widely adopted by previous works, we thereby apply this mechanism in this paper. Further, concerning on how to proportionally distribute message copy tickets based on a utility metric is out of our discussion.
To generalize the nature of TBGR, we herein select an existing utility metric [15] which jointly considers nodal distance, moving speed, and direction to capture nodal homogeneous mobility. In Fig. 1 , this utility metric is calculated as
where φ i,d (refer to its calculation in [25] ) is the relative angle between the moving direction of N i and the distance D i,d measured from N i to N d . Since a smaller φ i,d implies a smaller diversity to N d , this metric intends to capture the time for N i to intersect N d given a fast moving speed S i .
Upon the efficient message delivery via a limited number of message copies, we propose that N i will relay a message copy to N j , and equally distribute the value of C M for the message carried by N i and the copy replicated to N j , given that:
This implies that N j has a better delivery potential than N i , and is given with a message copy with C M 2 copy tickets for further dissemination at upcoming encounter opportunities. for each M carried by N i do 5:
if N j already has a copy of M then 6:
update V T M for M including its copy carried by both N i and N j 7:
replicate M to N j with C M 2 copy tickets 11:
keep
replicate M to N j with C M 2 copy tickets 14:
end for 18: end for However, we note that this utility metric has limitation. This is because to calculate
must be a positive value. In light of this, the above routing decision has limitation when the message carrier is moving away from its destination, even if its encountered node is moving towards its destination. Upon the nature of DF adopting a threshold value to qualify the encountered node, this operation motivates us to overcome the above limitation, since the quality of message carrier is not required for making routing decision. In light of this, we utilize DF by caching the threshold value V T M for each message, and then convert the conditions (1) into:
Note that V T M is an updated value for recording (
, as an additional flag defined in the message. Consequently, as illustrated between lines 8 and 11 in Algorithm 1, if given
, N i will set C M 2 copy tickets for the replicated copy to N j , and keeps the rest (C M − C M 2 ) copy tickets for the message carried by itself.
Here
. This value is recorded as the heuristic delivery time of the historically encountered node, to compare with that of upcoming encountered node. Therefore, the limitation in relation to the moving direction of N i is overcome, by comparing the utility metric of historically encountered node with that of upcoming encountered node.
Although the above decision may also select the node of which φ j,d is close to π 2 , the routing decision will be towards op-timality. This is because that apart from the gradually decreased D j,d , to gradually update V T M implies either the smallest φ j,d or largest S j . In contrast, when using conditions (1) , N j might be selected to carry M , given that φ j,d is close to π 2 while S j is large. Consequently, although M has been relayed for several copies, it may not be close to N d . In this context, in TBGR the quality of the relay node will be gradually converged and the "best" 4 relay node will be found.
We also make modification by initializing V T M with an infinitely large value for each message, rather than
The motivation is to overcome the limitation if M is generated in N i , but it is moving away from N d as given by (φ i,d ≥ π 2 ). Furthermore, if both N i and N j have a copy of the same message, it is essential to update V T M towards a smaller value for these two copies. This operation is performed in a distributed manner, and only happens when there is an encounter between two nodes holding copies of the same message.
C. Local Maximum Problem Handling
The local maximum problem happens, if N j does not meet
. In this case, we propose to still keep on replicating a copy with equally distributed C M , if
is longer than the TTL, given:
Here, T ela M is denoted as the elapsed time since message generation, while T ini M is denoted as the initialized message lifetime. Thus, (T ini M − T ela M ) is calculated as the TTL of message. Since for message delivery before its TTL,
. Therefore, giving a message copy to N j with C M 2 copy tickets distributed, is thus executed when (
This hopes that N j would encounter other nodes that with a shorter time to intersect N d at the upcoming encounter.
Furthermore, we convert conditions (
It is observed that, by removing the condition (φ i,d < π 2 ) for calculating
, the condition (4) applied for decision between lines 12 and 14 in Algorithm 1, implies that V T M as the smallest value of delivery time recorded in the network, is still longer than the TTL. Note that, updating V T M is excluded in this case, due to
, using the historically lowest value of
, adequately enhances the reliability for message delivery depending on TTL. 
D. Computation Complexity of Routing Decision
The computation complexity of TBGR is O(log 2 L) to have L message copies with (C M = 1) copy ticket. This is because copy tickets is distributed by a binary manner, and TBGR chooses (L − 1) relay nodes based on the V T M in descending order.
E. Analysis
We consider the random waypoint (RWP) mobility model, where the meeting times of nodes are assumed to be independent and identically distributed exponential random variables. This follows homogeneous nodal mobility as assumed for TBGR. Here, the number of nodes in a network is denoted as K. The contention of the limited bandwidth and buffer space is not taken into account, as we are mainly concerned with the routing nature of TBGR.
The version that TBGR without local maximum handling but with different policies for distributing copy tickets C M , are named as S-TBGR which distributes (C M = 1) and B-TBGR which distributes C M 2 , respectively. Here, we name the S-TBGR without improving routing reliability and local maximum handling, as S-A-better-geographic-relay (S-ABGR).
Property 1: S-TBGR achieves a higher message delivery ratio than S-ABGR.
Proof: Considering there is single message which can be replicated with additional (L − 1) copies, its delivery probability P M is calculated as follows:
where L is the number of message copies including the original message, meanwhile P (L −1) is the probability that each replicated copy is successfully relayed from the source to destination. This equation shows a larger L and P (L −1) lead to a higher P M , based on a given number of nodes K in a network.
Considering the RWP mobility model, 1 K −1 is the probability that the original message is directly delivered if the message carrier encounters destination. It also equals to the probability that any pairwise nodes encounter.
Since each message copy is delivered within two hops shown in Fig. 2 , message copies are relayed to the first (L − 1) encountered nodes N j . Then these messages copies are only delivered when the destination N d is in proximity. In this case, P (L −1) is calculated as follows:
Here, we have the relaying possibility from N j to N d , as (λ j,d = 1), since message is directly delivered when N d is met. Recall that the routing decision of S-ABGR follows conditions (1), while that of S-TBGR follows conditions (2) . Here, S-TBGR has a higher value of λ i,j than S-ABGR. This is because that given (φ j,d < π 2 ), the probability to meet
is initialized with an infinitely large value, which is larger than the probability that (
2 ) as adopted in S-ABGR. Therefore, S-TBGR achieves a higher delivery ratio due to a larger P (L −1) .
Property 2: S-TBGR achieves a lower delivery delay than S-ABGR.
Proof: The delivery delay of S-ABGR follows:
In one case, if any encountered node does not meet conditions (1), the message is delivered only when the destination is in proximity. This is the same as DD where the message is never relayed by any intermediate node, because it is only delivered when the destination is in proximity. In another case, the message will be relayed if any encountered node meets conditions (1). This follows S-SaW where a message will be replicated to the first (L − 1) encountered nodes. By means of this, the delivery delay of DD and S-SaW are the lower and upper bounds for that of S-ABGR. Since S-TBGR achieves a higher delivery probability than S-ABGR based on Property 1, the former thereby is with a lower delivery delay due to a faster message copies dissemination.
Property 3: B-TBGR achieves a lower delivery delay than S-TBGR.
Proof: Referring to [19] , the delivery delay of S-SaW is given by:
where H is the distribution depth as shown in Fig. 3 , EM T is the expected meeting time under the RWP mobility model. Meanwhile, (EW = E M T L ) is defined as expected duration that a message copy is delivered if the destination is in proximity.
Note that the expected time until one of another (L − H) message copy is distributed, equals to the time until the source node meets one of (K − H) nodes which does not have this message. Therefore, the total delay for distributing (L − 1) copies
EW ) equals to the delay for encountering destination, meaning that destination is not in the first (L − 1) encountered nodes. Rather than replicating a message copy with (C M = 1) in S-SaW, a copy is conditionally replicated in S-TBGR if the encountered node meets conditions (2) . Here, we denote a general relaying possibility λ ∈ [0, 1] to simplify analysis, where λ might be different by comparing the geographic utility metrics between pairwise nodes. As such, we have:
(9) Next, we extend above derivation for Delay (B −TBGR) , as:
This is because the number of nodes which have message copies is 2 H −1 at the H distribution depth. Then the time for one of these 2 H −1 nodes, relays a message copy to one of (K − 2 H −1 ) nodes (without message) but meets condition (2), is calculated as
is the maximum depth required for distributing (L − 1) message copies. Given (H max > 2) that the message has not been delivered, then we observe Delay (B −TBGR) is lower than Delay (S −TBGR) given Fig. 3 . In other words, B-TBGR distributes more message copies than S-TBGR given the same depth, which contributes to a lower delivery delay.
Property 4: The proposed approach for handling the local maximum problem enhances the routing reliability and reduces the delivery delay.
Proof: By jointly referring to Property 2 and Property 3, a faster distributing C M until (C M = 1) achieves a higher delivery probability and a lower delivery delay, with an expense of higher overhead. However, since the total number of message copies is limited, TBGR outperforms B-TBGR if the TTL is finite.
Property 5: The routing decision in TBGR is tolerant to nodal activity.
Proof: we further discuss our investigation regarding DF, where S-ABGR also does not consider the case that the message carrier N i is temporarily stationary even if the encountered node N j is good to relay messages.
In this case, the conditions that S-ABGR replicates messages follow:
The conditions that S-TBGR replicates messages follow:
In light of this, the limitation regarding the temporarily stationary state of N i is also overcome. This is applicable to TBGR since the way to distribute C M is independent of utility metric. It is highlighted that any utility metric related to a time to intersect the destination, via either one-hop based prediction as applied in TBGR, or further multihops based prediction, is still applicable to TBGR. As such, TBGR can be applied to the network with various degrees on network density.
F. Performance Evaluation
So far, we have discussed a number of properties for TBGR. We use the opportunistic network environment [26] version 1.4.1 for evaluation, under the RWP scenario with 1000×1000 m 2 area, consisting of one stationary destination located at the center of scenario and 100 mobile nodes with the constant 5 m/s moving speed. Note that, this is a homogeneous scenario where nodal encounter is identical. The communication technique is set with 10 m transmission range and 2 Mbit/s bandwidth, considering as the Bluetooth standard.
Here, we have (L = 10) as the initial value of copy ticket, based on the discussion in [19] that choosing L equals to around 10% number of mobile nodes in a network. Messages are randomly generated from mobile nodes for every 30 s, with 1KB size and default 60 min lifetime. The configuration guarantees that there is no resource contention for bandwidth and buffer space. To measure the full activity of a network, the message generation ends up before 18 000 s with additional 3600 s to consume unexpired messages. We run the entire simulation for 10 times and plot the results with 95% confidence interval.
The discussed properties of TBGR are claimed through the following results, where evaluation metrics are explained as follows:
1) Delivery Ratio: It is the ratio between the number of messages delivered and the total number of messages generated. 2) Average Delivery Latency: It is the average delay for a message to be delivered from the source node to its destination. 3) Overhead Ratio: It is the ratio between the number of relayed messages (excluding the delivered messages) and the number of delivered messages. a) Influence of Message Lifetime: Here, S-SaW [19] is the upper bound for S-TBGR and S-ABGR following Property 1. This is because S-SaW does not address candidate node selection, and just replicates (L − 1) message copies with (C M = 1) copy ticket distributed each time. In Fig. 4(a) , we observe that S-TBGR outperforms S-ABGR in terms of delivery ratio. This follows Property 1 where the limitation of routing decision (in terms of inconsistent moving direction) is overcome. Note that, DD [12] performs as the lower bound since it only relays a message when the destination is in proximity. Following Property 2, S-TBGR achieves a lower delivery delay than S-ABGR in Fig. 4(b) , due to that the former replicates (L − 1) message copies faster. In Fig. 4(c) , S-TBGR achieves a decreased overhead ratio, compared to S-ABGR suffering from an increased overhead ratio. This implies the advantage of S-TBGR lets the best (rather than a better) relay node to keep on distributing message copies. Note that the overhead ratio of DD is 0, because it does not involve intermediate nodes in relay process. 
b) Influence of Other Conditions:
We also show the delivery ratio based on varied moving speed and transmission range (with 20 min TTL configured) in Fig. 5(a) and (b) respectively, all schemes show similar trends compared with their previous results. In Fig. 5 (c) the routing performance is affected by the nodal activity (temporary waiting time). Here, S-TBGR outperforms S-ABGR following Property 5.
c) Influence of Handling the Local Maximum Problem: The comparison between S-TBGR and B-TBGR is shown in Fig. 6(a) -(c) following Property 3. Although B-SaW is the upper bound for TBGR, TBGR achieves less than 19.2% overhead ratio, whereas only with less than 1% delivery ratio of B-SaW. In spite of achieving a higher 11.6% delivery delay, we conclude the efficiency of TBGR by referring to a delay tolerant application for data collection. Here, we claim Property 4 that TBGR achieves a comparable delivery ratio, while with a shorter delivery delay and lower overhead.
IV. DESIGN OF TBHGR
In previous section, we introduced TBGR and discussed its properties based on the RWP mobility model where nodal mobility is homogeneous. However, the realistic mobility model normally comprises heterogeneity. For example, we can envis- A set in N j recording the list of encountered nodes in the past U M Utility of M age a VSNs scenario where drivers often tend to travel within certain areas due to their visiting preference. In such case, the mobility of vehicles would be limited to given areas for the majority of time. Here, if only relying on the homogeneous nodal mobility, the potential for message delivery to a destination located at other area would be degraded. This is mainly because a message with (C M > 1) copy tickets may never be replicated, to those nodes heading to the area where the destination is located.
Based on the design of TBGR and additional notations in Table II , as an example shown in Fig. 7 , the routing decision in TBHGR is decoupled into two phases depending on the value of C M . The Phase-1 relays message copies with (C M > 1) copy tickets towards the area where the destination is located, while the Phase-2 relays message copies with (C M = 1) copy ticket within this area. to transmit a message which is still able for replication, while with a long TTL.
E. Buffer Management
If the remaining buffer space is close to an overflow state, N j deletes its stored messages from the one with the lowest U M . This operation continues until the space for those received messages from N i is allocated. In addition, when any message is finally delivered, an ACK 7 information containing the ID of this message will be generated by destination. This information will be exchanged when any node encounters destination, and recorded locally in a table list. Then, an intermediate node has the knowledge of this message ID will check its buffer, and delete the copy of this message. A fast dissemination of this knowledge benefits from a high mobility.
F. Performance Evaluation
The scenario is based on the downtown area of Helsinki city with 4500×3400 m 2 area. This is important to evaluate geographic routing, since nodal speed, direction as well as distance are considered in TBHGR. The moving speed of mobile nodes is randomly chosen from 10 to 50 km/h, and their waiting time varies between 0 and 240 s. The communication technique is set with 30 m transmission range and 4 Mb/s bandwidth, considering as the low power WiFi technology.
Envisioning for a heterogeneous network, we also assign four types of points of interests (POIs), by default three destinations are deployed shown in Fig. 9 , 30 mobile nodes of each group are allocated to each type of POI, with 0.8 probability moving around the POIs and 0.2 probability roaming in the entire network. Note that, mobile nodes will encounter more likely and frequently due to a high interests to a type of POI. Those areas consist of corresponding POIs, while we plot them as ellipses for simplicity. Note that even though there is intersection be- 7 Compared with data message, the ACK message is with quite small size that only contains nodal ID (like a "string"). Therefore, the bandwidth and buffer space consumed by ACK can be ignored. In fact, the real implementation of ACK is operated as a table list in each node, to record the ID of the delivered messages, rather than recording a whole message copy in this list.
tween Area-2 and Area-4, delivering messages from Area-2 to Area-4 is still affected by the nodal movement interest.
In addition to B-SaW [19] evaluated in Section III, GeoSpray [23] is a geographic routing scheme envisioning for VSNs scenario while assuming homogeneous nodal mobility. Note that, GeoSpray limits the number of copies a message can be replicated. Besides, encounter-based replication routing (EBRR) [9] and EBSR [9] are topological routing schemes proposed for VSNs comprising heterogeneous nodal mobility, where EBSR also limits the number of message copies up to L.
The simulation runs include an initial warm-up period of 3600 s before message generation. Messages are randomly generated from all mobile nodes for every 30 s, with 60 min lifetime and 1 MB size such that a transmission contention would exist. The nodal buffer space is set to be 40 MB. The W in TBHGR is fixed with 5 s, while the L for TBHGR, B-SaW, EBSR, and GeoSpray is configured as 12. This also follows [19] , that choosing L equals to around 10% number of mobile nodes in a network. To measure the full activity of a network, the message generation ends before 39 600 s with an additional 3600 s allowed to consume the unexpired messages. Since a number of parameters related to routing decision have been discussed in Section III under homogeneous scenario, we here turn to the factor of mobility heterogeneity concerning the visiting preference and distribution of destinations.
1) Influence of Movement Interest: In Fig. 10(a) , all schemes perform worse in case of 0.8 movement interest. This is because nodes are highly possible to move around dedicated POIs of areas, rather than just roaming across an entire network. We also observe that B-SaW suffers more from performance degradation, with increased movement interest. This is because that it only performs well in case of homogeneous nodal mobility (can be partially reflected by the case with 0.2 movement interest). However, if nodal mobility is heterogeneous, B-SaW may distribute message copies to (L − 1) nodes which never meet destination. Here, TBHGR achieves the highest delivery ratio comparing with other schemes which initially limit the number of message copies (e.g., B-SaW, EBSR, GeoSpray).
In Fig. 10(b) , all schemes are with a decreased average delivery latency, primarily due to delivering a less number of messages. Here, TBHGR achieves the lowest value, owing to geographically relaying messages under a highly mobile scenario. Particularly, TBHGR is more efficient than EBRR (which utilizes topological utility metric), while TBHGR already achieves a close delivery ratio of EBRR. Here, the main reason for delay improvement is the advantage of capturing geographic information over topological information, note that the latter is extensively fluctuated under such highly dynamic scenario. Different from topological routing schemes like EBRR and EBSR (inevitably use obsolete historical encounter information), geographic routing schemes like TBHGR and GeoSpray rely on real-time geographic information for mobility prediction. In DTNs, the large variation of network topology is the main reason degrades the performance of topological routing schemes. Therefore, TBHGR outperforms EBRR and EBSR. It is worth noting that TBHGR also outperforms B-SaW, because that TBHGR addresses the heterogeneous nodal mobility. The observation in Fig. 10(c) shows that TBHGR achieves a decreased overhead ratio. In contrast, GeoSpray is with an increased overhead ratio, mainly due to not considering heterogeneous mobility. Due to the same reason, B-SaW brings an increased redundancy (but that does not effectively contribute to message delivery). An important observation is that, not limiting the number of copies of a message for replication in case of low nodal movement interest, would result in much redundancy as performed by EBRR. While, TBHGR and EBSR are with a smoothly increased overhead ratio, by however limiting the number of message copies.
2) Influence of Distribution of Destinations: Since previous results are shown given predeployed destinations, we further implement a location distribution function depending on the nodal movement interest. Here, a certain number of coordinates are selected from the 40 POIs as already illustrated in Fig. 9 . Meanwhile, the same number of destinations are distributed with a distance variation to those points. For example, the case with "7 Des (0 Var)" indicates the locations of seven destinations are randomly selected from 40 POIs, without any distance variation. The destinations with "500 Var" indicate their locations are with a minimum 500 m away from the randomly selected POIs. The underlying map scenario is formed by a number of coordinates, where a link between pairwise coordinates forms a route path. The initial location distribution of a mobile relay can be one of the inherent map coordinates, or any place between pairwise coordinates (on a path). Here, considering a destination with 500 m distance variation might not be located on a map coordinate, we thus select a map coordinate for the destination which is with the closest distance to this given destination. Note that, this finalized location also meets the condition that the distance between destination's location and the given POI is larger than 500 m.
In Fig. 11 , results are shown in the case of two random seeds, namely Seed-1 and Seed-2. On the one hand, we observe that the number of destinations has less influence on the performance of those routing schemes considering mobility heterogeneity (e.g., TBHGR, EBRR, and EBSR). On the other hand, the distance variation between a destination and POI mainly affects routing performance. If a destination is far away from the POI, those routing schemes (e.g., B-SaW, EBSR) of which the message replication is limited by L, suffer more from performance fluctuation compared with EBRR. In spite of this, TBHGR achieves a close delivery ratio of EBRR, but with a lower overhead. Upon this, we claim the efficiency of TBHGR, and its tolerance for the distribution of destinations. 
V. CONCLUSION
This article addressed the challenges of applying geographic routing in DTNs comprising nodal heterogeneous mobility. We first presented TBGR and generalized its properties in terms of routing reliability under homogeneous scenarios, where nodal mobility is identical. Upon this contribution, we next proposed TBHGR for heterogeneous scenarios where nodes have different visiting preference, with the consideration of message scheduling for transmission and storage. Extensive results under the Helsinki city scenario envisioning for VSNs, with four types of POIs to form nodal heterogeneity, show the efficiency of TBHGR in terms of a low routing overhead and a lower delivery delay, which benefit from applying geographic information under highly dynamic scenarios.
